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Kate Somerville's new DermalQuench Liquid Lift

About Face

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 in Products

Kate Somerville’s new DermalQuench Liquid Lift helps reduce the visible signs of aging
Skin guru Kate Somerville, who keeps faces like those of Emily Deschanel, Katy Perry, Christina Ricci and Sophia
Vergara (among many, many others!) continually radiant, launches DermalQuench Liquid Lift, an advanced wrinkle
treatment, this Friday exclusively on QVC. (The retailer’s Friday Night Beauty program is becoming a much-coveted
launch spot for results-proven products.)
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Inspired by Somerville’s most-requested treatment at her Melrose Place clinic, DermalQuench Liquid Lift infuses
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skin with wrinkle-relaxing oxygen, the smallest form of hyaluronic acid possible and glow-producing rare botanical
extracts to combat the visible signs of aging, including sagging skin, uneven tone, dryness and, of course, wrinkles.
Somerville says it’s like “topical botox or a muscle relaxant,” instant plumping and tightening. And because of the
oxygen infusion, she notices blemishes clear faster (oxygen is an antibacterial that helps heal acne) and users see
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more color in their face.
Appropriately, results are immediate—after just one use you’ll notice a dramatic increase in skin moisture, and after
two weeks, expect the appearance of lines to be noticeably smoother and overall skin health to be improved. The
patent-pending formula also improves the elasticity, firmness and texture of skin, leading to even tone, fewer
impurities and a brighter glow. If only she made a body cream like this! $95 (At Sephora in March)
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